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COHORT COMPANIES MASS AND SEA WORKING TO DELIVER LATEST
AND BEST TECHNOLOGIES TO MoD

SEA is a leading exponent of anti-submarine warfare systems with its KraitArray towed sonar system and MASS
is an expert in Electronic Warfare training and simulation technology

Cohort plc companies MASS and SEA have been selected to form part of a new UK Ministry of
Defence maritime research and development programme being managed by defence technology
company QinetiQ.
QinetiQ has been awarded a contract by the Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (Dstl) to
manage the Progeny Maritime Research Framework contract to enhance the effect of technology in
the maritime defence environment.
Under the contract, QinetiQ will build and manage a community of interest who will contribute ideas
to maximise the impact of science and technology for UK maritime defence.
Specialists in Information Warfare and Maritime Combat systems, the companies will focus the best
resources on developing new systems which will keep the Royal Navy at the forefront of defence
capability.
MASS is a leading expert in Electronic Warfare (EW), cyber and information management, while SEA
is experienced in developing innovative maritime combat systems including sub-surface
communications and sonar, self-defence weapon and autonomous technologies.
Dstl is making up to £25 million available to fund research and development every year to advance
maritime science and technology.
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MASS Managing Director Chris Stanley commented: “Building on our experience and knowledge
honed across all the operational domains, we are looking forward to helping the maritime domain to
enhance and achieve operational advantage through the exploitation of the latest and innovative
technology.”
SEA Managing Director Steve Hill added: “Our pedigree in maritime combat systems has placed us at
the leading edge of technologies such as communications, autonomous systems and anti-submarine
warfare and we aim to make a significant contribution to this exciting new framework.”
- Ends -

NOTES:
The Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (Dstl) works to apply cutting-edge science and
technology (S&T) to keep UK Armed Forces, and the British people, protected from harm.
Dstl is an Executive Agency of the MOD, run along commercial lines. It is one of the principal
government organisations dedicated to S&T in the defence and security field, with four sites; at
Porton Down, near Salisbury, Portsdown West, near Portsmouth, Fort Halstead, near Sevenoaks and
Alverstoke near Gosport.
Dstl works with a wide range of partners and suppliers in industry, in academia and overseas.
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